Foreword
The idea of orbital structures based on God’s Universe and its gravitational
theory should catapult your thinking into new dimensions and draw you
closer to the Creator and His ways. Although scientific facts and theories
are quoted and discussed, every voyager (reader) should enjoy the journey
of discovery instead of getting lost in a cloud of stellar dust of detail. Take
one revelation at a time and merge it with other ideas to produce new
galaxies of thought. Eventually the practical application of the principle will
emerge.
While the allegory of the Solar System as applied to structures for
individuals, families, churches and business needs some laws of physics
and scientific integrity, the voyager will realize that “understanding
establishes” a paradigm of thought. Such understanding will sustain long
term development. Once again we realize how Great God is as a Creator
and we draw from His wisdom. The ultimate wisdom comes from the Bible,
2 Timothy 3:16, 17
“All Scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine,
for reproof, for correction, for instruction in righteousness, that the man of
God may be complete, thoroughly equipped for every good work.”
That means that a voyager like you could zone in more accurately on the
coordinates for life with the handbook for spiritual travel close at hand!
Now that you have a spiritual handbook in the Bible, a Scientific Glossary of
Terms is provided at the end of the book to keep track of your voyage of
discovery through the interesting forces that produce your orbits. Use it as
a reference point when conducting thought experiments at the end of
each chapter. Your findings will undoubtedly form globular clusters of
stellar debris that will expand massively then settle into a new system of
thought as it collapses under its own gravity, pulling together circular
planets and moons around a massive central idea!
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Like Jesus used parables to reveal the principles and values of His heavenly
kingdom, we can learn from the Universe He created and find our orbit for
life. Through the examination of the forces at work in galaxies, blueprints
for powerful organizational structures will emerge that are both accessible
and sustainable. A good starting point for our meditation would be the
force of gravity discovered by Sir Isaac Newton.
Chapter One rediscovers the value of Gravitational Force and relates to the
law of attraction between organisations and individuals alike, albeit on a
different scale.
Chapter Two deals with the Centripetal Force that “seeks the centre” of a
galactic system.
To balance the inward force there is an outward force called the
“Centrifugal Force” away from the centre described in Chapter Three.
The Fourth Chapter deals with the resultant elliptical orbits of celestial
bodies influenced by these forces in equilibrium, and also explains what
happens when there are unbalanced forces in a system. Some examples
from everyday life might be quite revealing and expose a need for a
gravitational shift into a different orbit.
Chapter Five is designed to expand your thinking and consider the vast
reaches of your potential in relation to other galaxies.
For the Practical Section, Chapter Six explains how Orbital Structures can
be applied to a Local Church. Examples of real Churches are mentioned
and the converse of orbital structures are exposed in the pyramidal set ups
of many denominations and religions. There is a wonderfully sustainable
and glorious life available to believers that allow God’s forces of
Communion and Commission to maintain balance centred on Christ Jesus
– the centre of all activity in a Church.
One’s first church is one’s family and some ideas are shared with the idea of
stimulating further meditation in Chapter Seven. Reflecting on the family
with orbits in mind will no doubt stir up some supernovas of emotion and
even hope for the future!
Business in relation to orbits and galaxies is described in Chapter Eight.
Conducting business in different economic environments can be daunting.
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Into Orbit

Orbital Systems for every Organization

By understanding the forces at work in target markets and finding core
values of your company you can settle and establish your presence in a
specific sector of business. The applications for team building using orbital
structures can lead to reformed organizational structures that will prove to
be more successful. Involving employees in such workshops would
empower them to own the process of growth and even identify new
galaxies of business never thought possible. Our team of Executive
Coaches help to facilitate such workshops on request, and we have seen
favourable results in different forms of business from Accounting Firms to
Estate Agencies.
Tying up the different studies, Chapter Nine deals with Global Networking
and Radio Astronomy. Gain perspective and understanding to establish
long term principles ensuring prosperity. Bear in mind the global resources
and relationships that will grow your concept larger than you ever could
alone.
Chapter Ten touches on undiscovered facts of astronomy such as dark
matter while exploring supernovae and black holes. The grand universe is
ever expanding and so our sphere of life should grow to absorb new
galaxies and experience the cycles of death and rebirth.
Relationships have different levels of attraction, as is the case with every
body in the Universe…
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